
Pull Quotes by Celeste E Mattingly 

Tachyon improves body, mind, and spirit. It clears the way for healing, anti-aging, and increased quality 

of life. 

Providing state-of-the-art energy medicine with Tachyon has no comparison. There is nothing like it on 

the planet. 

Tachyon particles are around us at all times as the Life Force, Chi, or Prana. Tachyon particles travel faster 

than the speed of light, so they are regarded as hypothetical in Newtonian psychics but they exist in the 

quantum realm. Quantum physics has recognized Tachyon particles as the bridge between all frequencies 

and Source. These self-organizing sub-atomic particles traveling faster than the speed of light can be 

harnessed, concentrated, and infused into matter. Once infused, physical objects emit spiritual energy and 

temporarily suspend negative influences, such as electromagnetic fields (EMFs), air pollution, pesticides, 

GMOs, chronic stress, negative emotions, and entropy. Physicists identify this as the Zero Point Energy 

Field, from whence all Ceation arises.  

Quantum physics has recognized Tachyon particles as the bridge between all frequencies and Source. 

Immerse yourself in the quantum foam of infinite possibilities. 

Zero Point Energy is the omnipresent field of pure, inexhaustible, and unlimited potentiality, which most 

call God. Tachyon is the interface or the bridge to this field. It energizes or informs the material world, 

manifesting with what quantum physicists call downward causation. 

Celeste says, "Tachyon immediately resonated with me! I know it is an accelerated healing opportunity, 

as well as a way to assist the evolution of our species to homo-luminous beings. I am thrilled to be 

announcing the Tachyon Chamber is now up and running!" 

Short list of benefits- 

Reported Benefits of Tachyon Chamber Meditation Sessions: 

• More physical and mental energy and stamina  

• Decreased overall physical and emotional pain  

• Increased sense of peace, ease, gratitude, and connectedness to Source, family, and 

friends 

• Increased self-confidence 

• Increased mental acuity 

• Increased balance and grounded-ness 

• Increased sense of direction and perseverance with careers and life goals  

• Increased creativity 

• Increased ability to follow through with self -care goals 



• Increased sense of awe and wonder 

• Heightened psychic awareness 

• Deeper mediations and spiritual experiences  

• Pleasant out-of-body experiences 

• Amplified healing ability of all medicines, natural remedies, and crystals  

• Any age group (children under 12 must be accompanied by an adult) 

• Relieving Stress  

• Managing Chronic Pain  

• Relief from Electrical & Chemical Hypersensitivity Syndromes 

• Correcting many physical, mental, and subtle-body imbalances such as: 

• Anxiety & Depression 

• PTSD 

• Grief & Loss 

• ADD & ADHD 

• Addiction Issues 

• Spiritual Issues 

• Immune Disorders 

• Parkinson’s & Dementia 

• Post-Pandemic Syndromes 

Promotional quotes 

Come relax and de-stress in this state-of-the-art Tachyon Chamber for healing and anti-

aging meditation.  

Give yourself the gift of 30 to 90 minutes in a unique, beautiful, high-energy, and 
transforming Tachyon Healing & Anti-Aging Meditation Session. 

Relax in a comfy recliner under this powerful Tachyonized Pyramid and double-layered 
Tachyon Crystal Generator. 



You will be enveloped in gorgeous sacred-geometry printed Tachyonized materials, while 
you listen to specially prepared transformational music with a noise-canceling Boise 
headset. 

Holly Mathews, founder of Tachyon Living says, 

“The Tachyon will clear and balance your chakra and meridians within minutes.  Many feel it 

like a tingling or wave movement.  Some experience a feeling of the body heating up (due to the 

cells vibrating much faster).  This passes quite quickly leaving you in a wonderful bliss state.” 

About Celeste: 

Celeste E Mattingly, LCSW has been hailed as a metaphysical visionary. She has been in private practice as a 

Psychotherapist incorporating energy healing modalities since 1999. She calls the work of changing for the better 

with consciousness-raising—Holy Work. Now more than ever, the development of our luminous-highest selves is a 

reality with the Integrative, Multidimensional, and Quantum Healing techniques of Celestial Psychology®.  

 When you get to know Celeste and her story you will realize she is living proof that human beings are capable of changing 

for the better. This aura photo (records the in-time colors of the etheric-luminous body) was taken of her in 2011 after she 

completed a week of Holy Work* in Sedona, AZ.  

  

 

 

 


